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6 technical events to impact portfolio performance in 2021
1.

Secular trend and cycle bullish through into mid 2030s

2.

The current 4-year market cycle – S&P 4400-4600

3.

Navigating markets into and through Q1 – S&P 4000

4.

Long bond prices – Cycle peak continues, rates bottoming

5.

US Dollar – Long-term trend remains negative à (+) Cyclical

6.

Sector and group leadership trends + 25 ideas

•

Increase exposure to Cyclicals during Q1 pullback
Participation continues to broaden – Given fewer names are
now ‘timely’ following the recent surge use pullbacks
through Q1 to accumulate cyclicals

•

•

Hold core overweights in Growth leadership – Momentum
leaders are pausing but not broken with weekly indicators
already unwinding overbought levels in August
UW – Safety/defensive sectors – Use bounces in mid-late Q1
to further reduce exposure
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The BIG picture - Secular trends and cycle bullish into early 2030s
•

17 and 34-year market cycles remain bullish into early-mid 2030’s

•

S&P 14,000+ possible if the current cycle tracks the prior 2 secular bull markets

The 4-year cycle likely to continue into 2022-2023 before peaking
•

March 2020 lows consistent with a new 4-year cycle versus the 2016 lows

•

Current cycle intact and likely to be move higher through 2021 into 2022 before peaking

•

Average cycle is 100-110% = S&P 4400-4600

•

Elections do not alter underlying market cycles driven by liquidity and growth

•

VIX futures remain elevated and likely to fall through 2021 supporting higher equity prices
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Navigating the tactical shifts in 2021
•

Weekly momentum indicators, tracking 1-2 quarter market shifts, likely to peak by mid Q1

•

Bullish sentiment is not yet extreme but moving toward elevated levels

•

Energy and Financials recoveries often mark late stages of tactical rally

•

Rates likely to run into resistance and pause

•

USD becoming oversold tactically, temporary bounce likely in Q1

•

Our expectation is for a shallow pullback in the range of 7-10% - Buy the pullback.

•

Use weakness in Q1 into Q2 to accumulate cyclicals given most are early in new 4-year up
cycles either breaking-out of 2 year trading ranges or reversing 2-year downtrends.
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